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	Text29: EZ-Systems Folding-Crane
	Text41: The Folding-Crane system represents the innovation and thoughtful design that Nautical Structures typically brings to the challenge of creative tender-handling solutions. Developed for use as a below-deck integrated crane system, the folding crane’s primary design benefit is to live in an enclosed space under a deck hatch. Potentially a very wet, humid and corrosive environment for any machinery. The Folding Crane is constructed from aluminum alloy, utilizing composite bushings to eliminate the reaction of dissimilar metals. Our current designs begin at working load capacities of 800lb / 362kg to 20,000lb/9070kg. Any of these cranes may be ordered built to full Classification Society compliance as SOLAS or HOP type cranes. The Folding Crane’s telescoping aluminum boom is capable of being loaded to its full safe working load capacity in any position without restriction. The intelligent engineering inherent in this design allows distributed load- deflection across the boom during moments of dynamic loading, reducing the amount of shock-loading transmitted to the deck. Virtually silent-operating, our Hydraulic Linear Winch system, a totally non- fouling winch design reflects the innovative and dependably safe operating characteristics built into the extending boom. This feature adds the additional element of operational safety as the winch travels with the boom extension during operation of the crane. This prevents any possibility of two-blocking the system causing damage to the cable. The crane features hydraulic power rotation. The crane is remotely operated with a wireless joy-stick operated proportional control provided with an optional-use re- movable pendant.  The crane system is assembled and installed onto one of our three dynamic load-testing centers where our quality assurance team dynamic load tests and inspects every crane we produce prior to delivery to the customer.
	Link: http://www.nautical-structures.com/davits-cranes,ez#EZ6


